Abstract. We demonstrate that a single moving object can create the subjective impression that it is alive, based solely on its pattern of movement. Our displays differ from conventional biological motion displays (which normally involve multiple moving points, usually integrated to suggest a human form) in that they contain only a single rigid object moving across a uniform field. We focus on motion paths in which the speed and direction of the target object change simultaneously. Naive subjects' ratings of animacy were significantly influenced by (i) the magnitude of the speed change, (ii) the angular magnitude of the direction change, (iii) the shape of the object, and (iv) the alignment between the principal axis of the object and its direction of motion. These findings are consistent with the hypothesis that observers classify as animate only those objects whose motion trajectories are otherwise unlikely to occur in the observed setting.
Introduction
It is well known that the human visual system can integrate the motions of a number of point-lights into a percept of a human form walking, dancing (Johannson 1973 ), or performing a wide variety of other actions (Dittrich 1993) . This ability extends to point-light displays of non-human animals locomoting (Mather and West 1993) but not to articulated motions of inanimate objects, at least under impoverished conditions (Shiffrar et al 1997) . Perception of biological motion has usually been associated with integration of articulated joint motions (Hoffman and Flinchbaugh 1982; Webb and Aggarwal 1982) , and is known to respect biomechanical motion constraints (Chatterjee et al 1996) . Some authors have hypothesized that the visual system automatically detects events in which the observable kinetic energy increases (Bingham et al 1995) , or is otherwise not conserved (Stewart 1982) , which might imply the presence of an animate entity with hidden energy sources. This suggests that the motion of a single point might create an impression of animacy, in particular when the motion path in some way suggests volitional or intentional control.
Indeed, classic demonstrations by Heider and Simmel (1944) and Michotte (1963) have illustrated that observers sometimes attribute elaborate motivations, intentions, and goals to individual rigid objects, based solely on the pattern of their movements. The visual system of the frog is thought to reflexively classify visual targets into animate (potential food) and inanimate categories (Lettvin et al 1959) , again based solely on motion. Developmental research suggests that pre-verbal human infants make a fundamental ontological distinction between animate and inanimate agents, with motion cues providing a decisive influence on their classification of objects into these categories (Dasser et al 1989; Gelman 1990; Premack 1990; Mandler 1992; Spelke et al 1995) . Recently, researchers in computational vision (Mann et al 1997) have modeled the interpretation of dynamic displays using a default logic in which animacy is only attributed to those objects whose motion cannot be explained otherwise.
In a small number of studies adults' judgments of the animacy of rigid moving targets have been directly investigated (Bassili 1976; Stewart 1982; Dittrich and Lea 1994; Bingham et al 1995; Gelman et al 1995) . However, these studies included long, complex motion trajectories (Bingham et al 1995) , interactions among multiple elements Perception of animacy from the motion of a single object (Bassili 1976; Dittrich and Lea 1994) , or complex static visual environments (Stewart 1982; Gelman et al 1995) , making it difficult to isolate the motion factors essential to the judgment of animacy. In our study we focus on the motion of a single particle moving on a featureless dark background, and attempt to investigate systematically the motion parameters that contribute to the subjective impression of animacy.
We reasoned, following Gelman et al (1995) , that observers who are asked to decide if a moving object is animate would base their decision upon inferences about the causes of its motion. For example, if a motion appears to be self-generated, ie caused by an internal rather than an external energy source, then it should produce an impression of animacy. We decided to concentrate upon simple trajectories that include a change in velocity, since constant-velocity motion requires no energy transfer. (1) Of course, inanimate objects can, and frequently do, change velocityöballs roll off tabletops, bounce off floors, etc. However, most inanimate velocity changes involve direct contact with other visible entities (tables, floors), although some do not, eg leaves blown by the wind. Nonetheless, a change in velocity implies a transfer of energy, and if this velocity change is witnessed in a featureless environment, then the source of this velocity change can not be a visible external entity. Observers must thus decide if an invisible external energy source or a hidden internal source of energy caused the change in velocity.
We hypothesized that simultaneous changes in both speed and motion directionö occurring in a uniform, featureless environmentöwould lead to animate interpretations. In the absence of any supporting context, these trajectories cannot normally be accounted for by inanimate motion sources common in the environment, and hence might trigger the inference of an animate agent. This led us to manipulate direction change (the angular change in motion direction), and speed change (the ratio of final speed to initial speed). In addition, we compared three shape/alignment conditions (figure 1). In the dot condition, the target was a circular patch. In the aligned condition, the target was a narrow rectangle always oriented along the direction of motion. In the misaligned condition, the target was a rectangle always oriented along the (1) An object moving at a constant velocity must have been set in motion at some point, but, if this happened before the object was viewed, an observer could simply conclude than an external energy source was involved. For this reason, we expected constant-velocity trajectories to get low animacy ratings, even though they, like all the trajectories in our study, are feasible animate motions. Figure 1 . Shape/alignment conditions: (a) dot condition (also shown are the motion parameters); (b) aligned condition; (c) misaligned condition. In all conditions, a particle initially moves in a randomized direction at a constant speed for 375 ms, abruptly changes both speed and direction, and continues along the new direction at the new speed for another 375 ms. In the aligned and misaligned conditions, the particle is a rectangle with aspect ratio 2 X 5. In the aligned condition, the rectangle is oriented such that the principal axis is always aligned with the direction of motion (thus, orientation changes when motion direction changes). In the misaligned condition, the rectangle is oriented such that the principal axis is always aligned with the initial direction of motion (orientation never changes).
direction of the initial motion path (and hence misaligned with respect to the motion direction during the second half of the trial). We speculated that this last condition would be perceived as inanimate, owing to observers' expectation that an object's axis of elongation and its motion direction are normally aligned (Morikawa 1999) . (2) 2 Method 2.1 Subjects Participants were twenty-four college students recruited from two advanced undergraduate psychology classes. All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Apparatus and stimuli
Stimuli were presented on a computer screen, oriented horizontally (flat on the floor) and bordered by a circular annulus. Subjects viewed the screen from above, in order to minimize the ascription of a gravitational frame (Bingham et al 1995) . Viewing distance was approximately 95 cm.
On each trial, a small white target entered the viewing area, moving across a uniform dark background in a random direction at a constant velocity of 2.84 cm s
À1
(1.71 deg s À1 ). Targets were either dots with diameters of 0.20 cm, subtending 0.123 deg (dot condition), or rectangles 0.20 cm60.08 cm, 0.123 deg long by 0.054 deg wide (aligned and misaligned conditions). Halfway through each trial, the target abruptly changed both speed and direction, continuing at the new speed and direction until the end of the trial. Direction changed 08, 108, 208, 408, or 808 towards either the left or the right (with respect to the initial motion direction) as determined randomly on each trial. Speed changed to 0.5, 1, 2, or 4 times the initial speed.
Procedure
Subjects were instructed to pretend that they had just been hired as laboratory technicians by a government agency to help determine which of a set of microscopic particles were alive and which were not. The experimenter explained that the monitor displaying the stimuli should be thought of as a super-sized microscope, and that the displays represented the two-dimensional movement of tiny particles. Subjects were asked to rate each trial on a 1^7 scale (1 definitely not alive, 7 definitely alive), and were further instructed to give a low rating to any particle whose motion seemed``artificial, mechanical, or strange''. Ten practice trials were provided, to familiarize the subjects with the stimuli. Following these practice trials, every subject viewed six blocks of trials, with each block containing all combinations of shape/alignment, direction change, and speed change 36564 60 trials per block). Individual ratings from each trial (defined by shape/alignment, direction change, speed change, block, and subject) were entered into the statistical analysis with subject as the random variable.
Results
All three principal factors significantly influenced ratings of animacy (results are plotted in figure 2). Animacy ratings were highest in the aligned condition, intermediate in the dot condition, and lowest in the misaligned condition (F 2 46 124X445; p 5 0X001). , (2) Of course, animate objects are not restricted to moving along their principal axes: in fact, humans move perpendicular to their elongation axes whenever they walk on two feet. Furthermore, many inanimate objects (eg javelins, footballs, trucks, etc) also maintain alignment between their heading and their principal axis. Hence, it is not simply a misalignment, but rather a failure to maintain an initial, presumably preferred, relationship between principal axis and heading which we expected to bias our observers against animate percepts. In other words, failing to re-orient when changing direction suggests a lack of control over body position, which hinders the percept that the motion is intentionally self-generated.
By design, the misaligned condition involved an anomalous relationship between principal axis orientation and motion direction during the second half of its trajectory, so this condition gave the weakest impression of animacy; hence, we excluded it from subsequent analyses. In the two remaining conditions, animacy ratings increased monotonically with increasing direction change (F 4 92 9X024; p 5 0X001) and with increasing speed change (F 3 69 4X935; p 0X004) (see figure 2). Thus objects that accelerated the most rapidly and changed direction the most acutely were rated as the most animate. Generally, objects that decelerated were judged the least animate, even less so than those with no speed change.
All three pairwise interactions were significant (shape/alignment by speed change: F 3 69 5X721, p 0X001; shape/alignment by direction change: F 4 92 12X668, p 5 0X001; direction change by speed change: F 12 276 3X014, p 0X001) (see figure 3) . The effect of increasing speed was greater in the dot condition than in the aligned condition, whereas the effect of increasing change in direction was greater in the aligned condition than in the dot condition. This is consistent with the idea that in the aligned condition, changing direction really entails two distinct cues to animacy: the target's change in motion direction, and its change in bodily orientation. In the dot condition only the first of these is operative, leading to a smaller effect of direction change, and greater reliance on speed change. Finally, the speed change by direction change interaction showed that larger direction changes caused greater increases in animacy ratings for displays with lower final speeds than displays with higher final speeds. The 3-way interaction between shape/alignment condition, speed change, and direction change was also significant (F 12 276 2X076; p 0X019) (see figure 4) . In the aligned condition there were steady increases in ratings as the amount of direction change increased, even though the average rating increases were smaller in conditions where speed increased than when it remained constant or decreased. In contrast, in the cases where speed increased in the dot condition, increasing the amount of direction change did not produce monotonic increases of animacy ratings.
Discussion
Our study demonstrates that short, simple motion paths that contain a simultaneous change in speed and direction in the absence of any visible features that might explain this velocity change can convey an impression of animacy. The perception of animacy is strongest with large changes in direction, large increases in speed, and when the target is elongated in one direction and its elongation axis always remains aligned with its motion direction. In such displays, the target object gives an impression of volitional control over its motion path, a capacity normally exhibited only by living things. Our findings are consistent with, but extend, those of Dittrich and Lea (1994) , who suggested that the perception of animacy is under the control of two factors: an impression of intentionality, and interaction between a target and its (possibly invisible) goal. Our study shows that the two factors interact: low-level aspects of a target's motion path can, in and of themselves, suggest an interaction with an (unseen) second entity (goal, predator, prey, etc) , conveying an impression of intentionality, and thus of animacy. In short, our work suggests that perception of intentionality, and hence of animacy, can be relatively immediate and`bottom^up'.
Our explanation of our data includes the claim that our subjects attribute objectives to the target particles. One may question why observers presented with our displays infer unseen prey or goals motivating a particle's movement instead of an unseen entity acting upon the particle. One explanation of why a goal might not be seen by an observer is that it is far away, outside of the observer's visible range. In contrast, an external agent which causes a particle to change velocity must contact the particle, hence would have to be inside the visible range when the velocity of the particle changed. Another reason that the goal of a particle might not be visible to an observer is that, since the particle is much smaller than the observer, the former may be able to detect things too small for the latter to see. For these (or for other) reasons it may be easier to explain why goals are not visible than why some object acting upon a particle is not visible. In our experiment, the strongest impression of animacy occurred on trials in which the object accelerated, and hence in which observable motion energy was not conserved. However, our data demonstrate that animate percepts are not caused solely by failures of energy conservation (Stewart 1982) , since acceleration yielded greater animacy ratings than deceleration. (3) Moreover, animate percepts cannot be entirely due to increases in energy as has been claimed (Bingham et al 1995) because animacy judgments were higher in the dot condition than in the misaligned condition, even though these two conditions entail precisely the same energy profiles. In both these conditions, the particle changed speed and direction without changing alignment. (In contrast, displays in the aligned condition, which produced even higher ratings, might have different energy profiles because an unknown amount of torque is required to rigidly rotate a particle.) In short, a variety of cues other than energy increases can contribute to the impression that a moving object is animate, at least including sensitivity to shape (demonstrated by the significant difference between the aligned condition and the dot condition) and sensitivity to apparent coordination between motion path and bodily orientation (demonstrated by the significant difference between the aligned condition and the misaligned condition).
Our work indicates that having a visible motion component that fails to conserve energy is not sufficient for a moving object to produce an impression of animacy. However, we propose that it is necessary; that is, that observers only perceive animacy when an object's motion appears not to conserve energy. Hence, we assume that subjects must be sensitive to violations of Newtonian laws (ie violations of energy conservation). Kaiser and Proffitt (1987) investigated this issue in their study of observers' ability to detect`dynamic anomalies'. It is interesting to compare their findings to ours; one might expect the point at which their observers detect deviations from a natural, Newtonian motion path to be the point where our observers begin to attribute animacy to a moving particle.
In their study, Kaiser and Proffitt (1987) used stimuli modeled after a billiard-ball collision: one circle collided into another initially stationary circle, and both moved away after the collision. Kaiser and Proffitt manipulated several factors, including the direction that the initially-moving-ball followed after the collision. They reported that as long as the post-collision direction of this ball did not deviate from the expected, Newtonian direction by more than 258, (4) subjects accepted their displays as a`natural' motion event. In contrast, when the directional deviation of the ball from the expected path exceeded 258, subjects labeled the event anomalous.
Kaiser and Proffitt determined the maximum`tolerated' deviation using stimuli containing moving balls whose speeds never varied from the ones dictated by Newtonian laws. Hence, it is most appropriate to compare their findings to the subset of our dot-condition trials that did not involve a speed change. The relationship between animacy rating and direction change for these trials is plotted in figure 5 . This plot reveals that dot-condition displays that contain direction changes below the maximum tolerated deviation reported by Kaiser and Proffitt (that is, displays with direction (3) Although subjects can infer that gradual decelerations are caused by friction between a particle and an invisible surface, this type of motion still involves a hidden energy transfer. The crucial difference is that, in such cases, an inanimate explanation of the hidden transfer is apparently more plausible. (4) The same manipulation was also tested in a condition where subjects were told that the system was frictionless. In this case, the maximum deviation tolerated by subjects was 208.
changes of 08 or 108) were rated lower than displays with direction changes above this maximum (displays with direction changes of 408 or 808). The displays with direction changes nearest Kaiser and Proffitt's threshold of 258 were given ratings by our subjects very near the middle of the animacy-rating range (mean response 3.29), suggesting good agreement between their Newtonian-violation threshold and our animacy judgments.
Note that the graph in figure 5 and Kaiser and Proffitt's estimations of the maximum tolerated deviation are both based upon aggregate data, and hence conceal any individual differences in the amount of directional deviation which is accepted as natural in inanimate motion. Four plots, each showing a single subject's animacy ratings for dot-condition trials without speed changes are shown in figure 6. These data indicate that there may be individual differences in using direction changes to infer animacy.
Conclusion
We regard animacy interpretation as a kind of``unconscious inference to the best explanation''; animacy is inferred when observable aspects of the display cannot easily be explained as ordinary inanimate motion. Hence animate cues might include any behavior that in some way suggests the presence of intentions, goals, perceptual competence, or any other capacity ordinarily exclusive to animals. Simultaneous speed and direction changes (not explained by contact with any other entities or environmental features) are a particularly simple and particularly perceptible example of such Figure 5 . Effect of direction change in dot-condition trials with no speed change. This graph shows aggregate data for all twenty-four subjects. The arrow on the x axis shows the maximum amount of unexpected direction change (258) tolerated by Kaiser and Proffitt's (1987) subjects before they labeled a motion stimulus anomalous. Figure 6 . Animacy ratings showing the effect of direction change in the subset of dot condition trials with no speed change: individual data from four subjects. The ratings of subjects 7 and 9 are consistent with their tolerating inanimate objects having motion paths with unexpected direction changes of up to 208, but for direction changes of 408 or more rejecting the motion as inanimate and rating it animate. This is consistent with these subjects having similar sensitivity, and responses, to direction change. On the other hand, the data for subject 8 suggest that this subject does not have particular direction-change criteria for rejecting a display as an inanimate motion event; in effect, this subject rated all displays without speed changes as inanimate. Finally, the data for subject 10 (this subject rated displays low unless direction changed by 808) are consistent with this subject having a higher tolerance for inanimate objects undergoing unexpected direction changes.
cues, and are`minimal' in the sense that when they go to zero the resulting displayö an object moving at constant velocityöproduces little or no animate impression (as confirmed by our study). A default presumption of inanimacy is necessary to explain why animacy is not perceived ubiquitously in everyday scenes, eg constant-velocity motion signals produced by ego-motion, objects rolling down inclines or falling off surfaces, etc. However, the inanimate default is consistent with the simultaneous existence of other cues specific to inanimacy. Some of our subjects informally reported that the object in the misaligned condition appeared to have been`struck' or`kicked.' The apparent passive response to impact (ie failing to align its axis with the new motion direction) might be an example of a positive cue to inanimacy. Although subjects do not seem to be consciously aware of the many subtle interactions among motion factors, it is not clear to what extent these effects are truly perceptual or involve unconscious cognitive decision processes. Under ordinary circumstances, the raw judgment of animacy studied here might be combined with more consciously accessible aspects of the context and semantics of a scene to produce a conscious decision about the nature of the observed object. This decision process would not be based upon motion alone (Gelman et al 1995) . Again, it follows that the displays studied here are certainly not the only type that might lead to animate judgments; rather, they represent only a particularly simple kind of minimal case. Further study is required to investigate other varieties of displays that might yield similar percepts.
